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**INTRODUCTION**

This report provides the historical background and interpretive analysis needed to understand controversies surrounding Common Core and its associated tests.

In this report, which is a revised and expanded version of my expert report for *Jindal v. United States Department of Education* et al., No. 14-CV-534 (M.D. La), I will show:

- That longstanding federal statutes contain prohibitions on the federal government in general — and the U.S Department of Education in particular — from directing or controlling curriculum;
- That Common Core in combination with its associated tests are components of curriculum and put the country on the path to a national curriculum;
- That, notwithstanding the role of the state officials and others in the creation of Common Core and its tests, the federal government and its Department of Education got the states to adhere to the Common Core and its associate tests and are enforcing against the states policies aimed at keeping in place these national standards and national tests (or their federally-approved equivalents); and
- That, although the Common Core and its tests are defended as needed for school-improvement purposes, there is an alternative approach to school improvement that is consistent with the Constitution and federal statutes.

The main argument of Gov. Bobby Jindal — as presented by his lead attorney Jimmy Faircloth — was that three federal statutes prohibit the Department of Education from exercising “any” direction, supervision, or control over curriculum or the program of instruction in the states.1 Yet the Department of Education funded the national assessments and gave privileged status to the Common Core curriculum standards and strongly incentivized states to adhere to the Common Core.

The Common Core and its tests are part of an aligned K-12 system in which subject-matter to be learned (curriculum-content standards); teaching techniques; lesson plans; textbooks and the like; sequencing of subject-matter; and assessment are all in line with one another. The Education Department requires that those curriculum components be aligned and enforces compliance.

President Barack Obama and Education Secretary Arne Duncan have praised that alignment and expect great improvements in student learning because of it. For example, Duncan has said that an assessment system and curriculum “can only be as good as” the curriculum-content standards to which the assessments and curriculum are “pegged.” He said that he believed the “impact” “in the classroom” of the federally-funded Common Core assessments will be “dramatic.” He added that the federally-funded assessments will help “drive the development” of curriculum. He even said that he looked forward to national assessments given at intervals throughout the year – through-course assessments that would structure the scope and sequence of teaching.2

The Education Department’s requirement of alignment itself means that all components are — in Duncan’s words -- “pegged” to one another. They overlap almost entirely and strongly influence each other. They are supposed to coincide in substance and re-enforce one another in practice. The Common-Core aligned assessments are high-stakes and required of all students; hence, they drive teaching toward a nationwide uniform objective (the specified curriculum content).

The Education Department set deadlines for those who wrote the Common Core standards, in order to meet its own deadlines for the $4.35-billion Race to the Top program. The department established and imposed a technical panel to monitor the Common Core-aligned assessments.3
The Common Core itself often dictates when and how to teach various topics. It says to teach Algebra I in ninth grade (although high-performing countries teach it in eighth). It dictates how proof of the congruence of triangles should be taught in the classroom and requires that a method be used (“rigid motions”) which has never been taught successfully in K-12 education in America. The Common Core English standards dictate the proportions of informational text and literary text that students will read in different grades. The federally-funded assessments will test whether these topics have been learned in this prescribed way.

The Common Core imposes uniformity of subject-matter content across the states — content that is so much the same that any differences are insignificant (and that uniformity is policed through tests) — and the Common Core excludes content or alternative teaching methods (as in the case of congruent triangles).

How did the attorneys for the federal government and its witnesses respond? The leading expert witness for the federal government said that there are a “plethora” of definitions of “curriculum,” so Congressional statutory prohibitions on interference with curriculum are meaningless and the Department of Education is not constrained by such a prohibition. If there had to be a definition, he wanted to go with the usage of bureaucrats in state capitals, many of whom were federally-funded compliance officers, rather than following the usage of founding and influential figures in the field of curriculum studies.

The federal government’s leading expert witness claimed that “alignment” (which is required by the federal government’s own rules and regulations) is not a technical term and has no real definition or purpose. In the opinion of the federal government’s leading expert witness, “alignment” is operationally meaningless. Therefore the Education Department requiring alignment with federally-funded assessments cannot be statutorily-prohibited interference with curriculum.

Gov. Jindal’s attorneys replied that there is a whole academic field of alignment studies with recognized scholars and disciplinary studies. The federal government itself, the Jindal side pointed out, has operationalized alignment by publishing pages and pages of descriptions of how and how not to do it.

The federal government side took great delight in pointing out, accurately, that Gov. Jindal had adhered several times to the Common Core: through the Race to the Top grant program and by receiving a waiver from No Child Left Behind penalties. The federal government also claimed that it wasn’t as difficult as the Jindal side said it was to get out of the Common Core and its assessments. (Actually, getting out can be quite a challenge.)

In addition to the problems with Race to the Top, the Department of Education also issued waivers that relieved states of penalties for not meeting No Child Left Behind Act targets for student achievement and in other areas. But these waivers also imposed conditions on the states, including conditions requiring curriculum-content standards that met federal specifications. Derek W. Black, who specializes in education and civil rights law, distinguishes the NCLB waivers from what had come before:

First, the waiver policy conditions were no longer part of a voluntary grant program or negotiated political process. They were unilateral executive conditions that a state must accept or become subject to sanctions. Second, the waiver conditions supplanted existing education policies. Granting a state a waiver entailed eliminating a state’s responsibility in regard to NCLB’s standardized testing goals, demographic group accountability, teacher certification requirements, and responsibility for correcting or restructuring schools that failed to meet the law’s requirements. In place of these legislative requirements were the administration’s policies, which also resulted in a shift in decision-making authority in regard to academic standards and teachers. NCLB had left those issues to the discretion of states, whereas the waivers had exerted federal executive control in those areas.
Black went on to say in a law review article:

The [U.S. Secretary of Education] exercised the equivalent of lawmaking power when he imposed wide-reaching conditions with no statutory guidance from Congress. … The Secretary lacks explicit authority to condition waivers. At best, NCLB implies authority to condition waivers, but implied conditions would be limited to the scope of NCLB itself. The waiver conditions the Secretary imposed go well beyond the scope of NCLB. For instance, the text of NCLB specifically prohibits the Secretary from requiring “specific instructional content, academic achievement standards and assessments, [or] curriculum.” In short, NCLB waivers are void on multiple grounds.9

If the waiver process itself was flawed and illegal, and if both the Race to the Top and the waiver conditions violated the prohibitions in the three federal statutes, the details of getting in or out don’t matter that much -- since both are Education Department efforts that are prohibited.

(The Race to the Top was a competitive grant program that was part of the 2009 federal stimulus package.10 It provided money if states fulfilled certain conditions such as adopting a multi-state set of standards like Common Core. Race to the Top also included $360 million in federal money to create assessments aligned to these new multi-state curriculum-content standards.)

In essence, the case of Jindal v. U.S. Department of Education was about who has sovereignty over public education -- the federal government or the states? Does the federal government have authority to exercise control over what goes on in the classroom? Has the Education Department — by backing Common Core and its assessments — violated Congress's repeated prohibition on exercising “any” direction or control over classroom academics?

Common Core and its assessments have mightily influenced what goes on in the classroom. The extent of this influence rises to the level of direction and control of curriculum and the course of instruction.

**What is Curriculum? What is Its Relationship to Standards and Testing?**

Ralph W. Tyler was a pioneer figure in the field of curriculum studies. He was widely recognized as “the dean of the curriculum theorists.”11 His 1949 authoritative book Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction has been hugely influential, is still in print today, and is still assigned to students in schools of education.12

On page one of his book, Tyler provides a list of four questions which “must be answered” -- questions that Tyler believed a curriculum specialist ought to deal with in constructing curriculum at any educational level. Here are Tyler’s curriculum-building questions (these have since come to be known as the Tyler Rationale or the Tyler Syllabus):

1. What educational purposes should the school seek to attain?

2. What educational experiences can be provided that are likely to attain these purposes?

3. How can these educational experiences be organized?

4. How can we determine whether these purposes are being attained?13

Thus, for Tyler, building an effective curriculum requires addressing (in modern jargon): [question 1] content standards; [question 2] instructional materials, pedagogy (teaching methods), and lesson plans; [question 3] instructional scope and sequence; and [question 4] assessments (tests and other methods of evaluation).

Tyler had a broad definition of curriculum that includes content standards and assessments. He used the word “evaluation” as a technical term to indicate the process of aligning measurement and testing with educational objectives. Tyler writes an entire chapter on different kinds of assessments and issues like the reliability and validity of assessments.14 In addition, during the 1930s and early 1940s, Tyler was research
director for evaluation of the Eight-Year Study of Secondary Education, where he looked at different forms of evaluation (including testing and other forms of assessment) as part of an analysis of an experimental high-school curriculum.\textsuperscript{15}

Of course, others use narrower definitions of “curriculum” than that given by Tyler. They use the term to encompass fewer than all of the four components that Tyler sets forth. There are many people who write about curriculum, and one should be careful to note which of the components they include when they write about the topic.

In addition to Tyler’s \textit{Basic Principles}, another work has been extensively used by curriculum designers: Bloom’s \textit{Taxonomy}.\textsuperscript{16} It has been described as “one of the most influential educational monographs” of the time period since its publication in 1956.\textsuperscript{17} Whatever its merits and deficiencies, the \textit{Taxonomy} has had a major impact on curriculum design, creation of test items, and teaching of reasoning skills. As Robert McClure writes, “scarcely a curriculum committee at work in a local school district can be found” that does not include Bloom’s \textit{Taxonomy} in its curriculum work.\textsuperscript{18} The \textit{Taxonomy} is a schema for categorizing curriculum objectives and addressing problems of subject-matter, teaching methods, and assessment. It has six levels of cognitive processes: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. “Evaluation,” that is, assessment, is one of its major categories and this category specifically includes testing and other “judgments based on external criteria.”

For clarity, Stanford Professor Emeritus Michael W. Kirst, for example, uses specialized terminology for discussing curriculum. Curriculum in the broad sense Kirst calls “macrocurriculum.” Curriculum in the narrow sense, Kirst (who currently holds and also in the 1970s held the post of president of the California State Board of Education) calls “microcurriculum.” “Macrocurriculum,” as used by Kirst, includes standards and assessments.\textsuperscript{19} Someone might also easily include curriculum frameworks, for example, in the broad idea of macrocurriculum.

Most importantly, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act has since the days of the Clinton administration been based on the concept of an “aligned educational system,” in which standards, curriculum (in the narrow sense), and assessments must be in alignment. They mirror and match each other and cannot be disentangled. “Systemic reform” along these lines was proposed in a paper by Jennifer O’Day of the American Institutes for Research and Clinton education official Marshall Smith.\textsuperscript{20}

O’Day and Smith’s proposal urged alignment of curriculum-content standards, tests, curriculum materials, teacher training, and in-service professional development. Smith had served as chief of staff to the first U.S. secretary of education, Shirley Hufstedler, in the Carter administration, was deputy secretary of education during the Clinton years, and was later a high official and adviser in the Department of Education during the Obama administration.\textsuperscript{21}

An important Department of Education guidance document makes this role of systematic reform in recent versions of ESEA clear:

\begin{quote}
Alignment is the match between the expectations of student learning described in a State’s academic standards and a State’s assessments. In an aligned assessment system, State academic content standards comprise the content of the assessment. A curriculum aligned with the State’s standards is necessary for students to achieve and demonstrate proficiency on a State’s tests.
\end{quote}

Thus, curriculum (in a narrow sense) is intended to be governed by, and aligned to, the standards—that is their clear purpose. Hence, one must acknowledge that standards control the curriculum. For example, the Common Core calls for the first algebra course, typically Algebra 1, to be taught in grade 9. This is a radical change for many states such as California or Massachusetts that spent the last decade
successfully attempting to steer a larger fraction of students into taking algebra by grade 8. It is also against the recommendations of the 2008 presidential National Mathematics Advisory Panel. Yet Common Core’s placement of the first algebra course will surely affect the curriculum offered in the middle schools across the nation by limiting algebra courses there. Clearly, he (or she) who controls the standards controls the curriculum.

As Peter W. Wood writes, the Common Core standards are “finely detailed, grade-by-grade specifications” for “what should be taught,” “when it should be taught,” and all too often, “how it should be taught.” Although many defenders of the Common Core describe standards as the “what,” we nonetheless have numerous examples (including the Algebra I example above) where the Common Core is prescriptive as to the “when” and the “how.”

Content standards also go by various names that reflect their intimate intertwining with curriculum in the narrow sense and inclusion in curriculum in the broad sense—including academic content standards, disciplinary content standards, and, naturally enough, curriculum-content standards (their official name in several states, for example, New Jersey and North Dakota). Education-policy analysts also speak of “standards-based curriculum,” which reflects the fact that standards can be thought of as the basis of curriculum in its narrow sense. Thus, since standards govern curriculum, any law that forbids federal direction or control of curriculum also forbids federal favoritism toward a particular set of curriculum-content standards.

The relationship between assessments and curriculum in its narrow sense is likewise intimate. In terms of design and in terms of state and local officials complying with the level above them, the curriculum (in the narrow sense) is based on the standards. But in terms of incentives that drive curriculum, tests are in the driver’s seat, and tests police compliance with the standards. Indeed, assessment is included by Tyler and Bloom as part of curriculum and by Kirst in macrocurriculum. In the end, teachers will be preparing students to take the accountability tests. (Teachers themselves may be evaluated to some extent on how well their students do on these tests.) And testmakers are going to test what is on the standards – they aren’t going to test lesson plans on topics not in the standards. Indeed, in order for a test to have content validity, it has to be aligned with the subject-matter taught and, in some cases, with the teaching methods. There is a concept in education policy that comes in several similar forms: “what gets tested gets taught,” “what you test is what you get,” “assessment drives instruction,” “assessment drives curriculum.”

Thus, since assessments are widely recognized as driving curriculum, any law that forbids federal establishment, endorsement, or control of curriculum, forbids federal funding of assessments or favoritism toward particular assessments. James Popham and others say:

[I]f the assessment devices are criterion-referenced tests that have been deliberately constructed to illuminate instructional decision making and if there are significant consequences tied to pupils’ test performances, the testing program will drive the instructional program.

The competences that are covered by the test will become curricular magnets that draw instruction toward them.

The argument of the Jindal side was grounded in concepts and understandings that prevail in the field of K-12 education policy. Education historian and analyst Diane Ravitch wrote a glossary Ed Speak, published in 2007 by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. To summarize the argument of the plaintiffs — using Ravitch’s glossary — the plaintiffs argue that we have an aligned system of public education in America, based on the ideas of “systemic school reform” (in which “all aspects of the school system—including standards, curriculum, instruction, assessment, and staff training … are aligned”).

Curriculum-content standards “describe what students should know and be able to do in core
academia subjects. ... The purpose of content standards is to create a common curriculum, so that students who move from school to school or from district to district have access to the same curriculum and so that teachers know what they are supposed to teach.”

In the case of Common Core, these standards have been written outside the federal government, but to meet a federally-set deadline.

To police adherence to these standards, students are tested on the content standards with federally-funded tests for all students or tests aligned to other federally approved standards. (“An assessment may be part of a system for testing and evaluating individual students, groups of students, schools, or districts.”) The results on the tests are “high stakes” (that is, the test results have “serious consequences for those who score low and/or some kind of reward for those who score high”) for students, teachers, schools, districts, and, perhaps, other person or entities. (“Most accountability programs have been based on state curriculum standards and state tests derived from those standards.”)

In many cases, the Common Core standards set forth not just what to teach, but how. But to the extent a given curriculum-content standard is unconstrained and indeterminate, teachers will teach to the test (“when those standards are vague or nonexistent, teachers study the assessment itself, which has an implicit curriculum”).

In an aligned educational system, standards, tests, and curriculum (in a narrow sense) match each other. (“The goal of alignment is to ensure that all the parts of the education system are working in concert.”) In such a system, the process of alignment “coordinate[s] standards, teacher education, curriculum, instruction, testing, and accountability. In an aligned education system, the curriculum describes what students are expected to know and be able to do; teacher education programs produce teachers who know how to teach what students are expected to learn; teachers base their daily lessons on the course curriculum; textbooks teach what students are expected to learn; tests are based on the curriculum; and accountability systems report whether students are meeting the standards.”)

Under No Child Left Behind (the 2001 iteration of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act), states receiving Title I money – that is all states – had to go through a review of alignment of their standards and assessment and of the process for creating their standards and assessments.

With Common Core, the federal government was now promoting a single national set of curriculum-content standards (through its Race to the Top competitive grant program and through NCLB waivers). (If you didn’t have Common Core you needed to have standards whose contents were federally approved after a federally-created process.) The federal government was funding national high-stakes tests for all students. (States not using one of the federally-funded consortia tests would still have to show test alignment with the Common Core or a federally approved set of alternative standards). These activities, in an aligned educational system, necessarily direct and control curriculum (in the narrow sense – or in the broad sense).

**What is the Historical Background of the Prohibitions Saying that the Federal Government in General—and the Education Department in Particular—Must Not Control Curriculum?**

*National Defense Education Act (1958)*

After World War II came the Cold War between the Communist countries and the United States and its allies. On Oct. 4, 1957, the Soviet Union launched Sputnik, the first satellite to orbit the earth, this achievement by a Communist country was what historian and renowned textbook writer Thomas A. Bailey called “a psychological Pearl...
Sputnik led Congress to pass the 1958 National Defense Education Act, which funded programs in math, science, and Cold-War-related foreign-languages. But such activity did not go unchallenged. Some conservatives who were strict constructionists complained that when the federal government used conditional grants-in-aid to promote physics and like subjects, the federal authorities were determining the make-up and content of curriculum. They argued that the control of curriculum content was the most complete, most-thoroughgoing sort of control of education and hence the least desirable sort of control for the federal government to have.

Included in the statute was the following prohibitive language:

Nothing in this act shall be construed to authorize any agency or employee of the United States to exercise any direction, supervision, or control over the curriculum, program of instruction, administration, or personnel of any educational institution or school system.

Yet critics said the federally-sponsored reform was coercive because adoption of these curricula met conditions for eligibility for other federal grants and contracts, and districts sometimes adopted them, in Jon Schaffarzick’s words, “for fear of losing other federal support.” Making adoption of a national curriculum, in effect, a necessity to compete for federal grants was a strategy later used by the Obama administration.

Elementary & Secondary Education Act of 1965

There were unsuccessful attempts in the decades immediately following World War II to expand federal spending on K-12 education. For example, Sen. Robert A. Taft—the Mr. Republican of his day—tried, without success, to supplement the funds of low-wealth states and districts. But Taft was also worried that federal control of curriculum, instruction and other school matters might too easily follow federal dollars. To prevent this, he proposed a firewall:

Nothing in this act shall be construed to authorize any department, agency, officer, or employee of the United States to exercise any direction, supervision, or control over, or to prescribe any requirements with respect to any school or any State educational institution or agency, with respect to which any funds have been or may be made available or expended pursuant to this act, nor shall any term or condition of any agreement or any other action taken under this act, whether by agreement or otherwise, relating to any contribution made under this act or on behalf of any school, or any State educational institution or agency, or any limitation or provision in any appropriation made pursuant to this act, seek to control in any manner, or prescribe requirements with respect to, or authorize any department, agency, officer, or employee of the United States to direct, supervise, or control in any manner, or prescribe any requirements with respect to, the

Harbor” for U.S. officials and the American public.

When that social-studies curriculum was imposed in West Virginia, it provoked many people in that state to rise in rebellion, in part, because the curriculum taught cultural relativism. As acknowledged by course-developer Jerome Bruner, the children were supposed to come to certain conclusions about social-studies topics through a process in which they were to be manipulated by the curriculum materials and through the efforts of their teacher—an engineering of supposed “discovery” by the children in a “context of problem-solving,” to use Bruner’s own jargon.
administration, the personnel, the curriculum, the instruction, the methods of instruction, or the materials of instruction, nor shall any provision of this act be interpreted or construed to imply or require any change in any State constitution prerequisite to any State sharing the benefits of this act.

The detail in Taft’s firewall shows that it was written by someone with many years of experience as to how original congressional intent can be evaded by officials of the Executive branch.

Despite efforts by Taft and others to increase federal aid to education, notable expansion did not come until President Lyndon B. Johnson’s Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1965.46 This was part of the Johnson administration’s Great Society strategy and his War on Poverty.47

President Lyndon Johnson pushed the ESEA through Congress with unusual speed, so fast and with so little congressional deliberation allowed that the law was dubbed “the Great Railroad Act of 1965.”48 A past master of law-making in Congress, President Johnson knew that rushing the law through Congress quickly would give opponents little time to organize, whereas allowing time for congressional deliberation might lead to federal aid once again getting bogged down in the legislative process and ultimately getting defeated. In the years to come, proponents of national standards learned a lesson from the speedy 1965 passage of the ESEA and from other policy battles and used rush tactics during the Obama-era Common Core national-standards adoption process.

In keeping with such continued concerns about federal aggrandizement, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 contained language taken from the National Defense Education Act, saying that “nothing” in the statute “shall be construed” to authorize any federal agency or employee to “exercise any direction, supervision, or control” over the curriculum and similar school matters.49 That language remains in the ESEA to this day.

Creation of the U.S. Department of Education

Since the New Deal, there had been controversy over the danger of federal intrusion into local control over curriculum and instruction. Congress has been sensitive to the dangers of putting curriculum matters in the hands of the Department of Education, knowing of the department’s immense influence through the funds it gives to states. As a consequence, Congress had put in two statutes – the General Education Provisions Act and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act—and now would put in the Department of Education Organization Act, explicit prohibitions that (in slightly different words in each statute) barred the U.S. Department of Education from directing or interfering with curriculum.50

The issue of federal intrusion into curriculum again came to the fore during the debate in the late 1970s over the creation of a stand-alone, cabinet-level national Department of Education.51 During the 1975-76 campaign, candidate Jimmy Carter had promised such a department in public forums, in position papers, and, more specifically, to the National Education Association teachers’ union.52

Carter’s Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, Joseph Califano had for many years opposed such a stand-alone department. He feared its decisions would be overly influenced by special interests that were well-organized at the national level, and he was alarmed at the potential for federal interference in curriculum, personnel, and administration of local schools.53 Califano believed that “the pressures of local politics, close to the parents of the children in school, are far preferable to those of national politics.”54 Moreover, he noticed “a troubling tendency,” among Executive branch officials and members of Congress, “to set curriculum priorities from Washington.”55

During the 1978 consideration of creating a stand-alone Department of Education, Sen.
Harrison H. Schmitt (R-N.M.) made this prophecy about such a department:

It is not difficult to imagine [the proposed Department of Education] establishing national “advisory” standards at some point in the future. Later, the department could require adherence to the compulsory standards, if Federal aid is to be continued. Next standard tests, developed by the Federal Government, could be mandated to check whether the compulsory standards are being met. Last, State and local authorities will be coerced into acceptance of a standardized curriculum as the “only possible” guarantee of meeting compulsory standards.56

Likewise during congressional consideration in 1978, conservative Republicans said that if the proposed department was created, “local diversity” would be reduced and educational decisions would be made in Washington, D.C. with regard to “course content, textbook content, and curriculum.”57

Concerns over federal control entered into the legislative history of the 1979 bill that eventually established the stand-alone, cabinet-level department. The Senate report promised that the new department would never act directly to improve American education. The Department of Education, it noted:

should not directly… improve American education. It is not intended to do so, because that is really the province and duty of the States and localities.58

Such concerns were echoed in the debate on the floor of the House of Representatives in June 1979, leading up to the passage of the Department of Education Organization Act.

To reassure critics, proponents stressed that the bill would explicitly forbid federal interference in curriculum and instruction. Rep. Christopher Dodd (D-Conn.) said:

This bill specifically prohibits Federal intrusion in the determination of State and local needs and policies. The Federal role is clearly limited and specific…59

Rep. Jimmy Quillen (R-Tenn.) added:

I am convinced that this bill does not provide any Federal encroachment in the classroom … There is a prohibition in the bill itself that says that the Secretary … cannot have any interference whatsoever in what is going on in the classrooms.50

On the floor of the House of Representatives, proponents of creating the department read section 103 of the law with its words about no “direction, supervision or control” over the curriculum. The House committee report on the bill emphasized that it contained a “clear prohibitive” on “federal interference” in the curriculum.61

Proponents of the department claimed that having a Department of Education would more effectively restrict federal interference in curriculum. At that time, educational programs were scattered over scores of government agencies, hence it was, proponents pointed out, difficult to monitor those scattered programs on compliance with requirements in the General Education Provisions Act not to interfere with local schooling.

According to Rep. Frank Horton (R-N.Y.) a liberal “Rockefeller Republican” and proponent of creating the department, a department that gathered these programs together would make monitoring of this requirement easier. It is easier, Representative Horton contended, to hold a single agency accountable “to make certain” that local control is not “usurped by the Federal Government.”62

In response, Rep. Bob Walker (R-Pa.), another conservative opponent of creating the department, asked: What if the intentions of officials from a Presidential administration—back then in 1979 or in the future—do not share the explicit intent of the 1979 Congress when it comes to constraining federal power in education?63 As James Madison wrote in Federalist No. 10, “enlightened statesmen will not always be at the helm.”64 And as Thomas Jefferson warned us, we should not silence our fears for the safety of our rights because we have too much confidence in our public leaders, even if they be persons of our own choosing.65
Representative Horton replied:

That is not really a valid objection to the bill, they [the members of a Presidential administration] will have to carry out the mandate of Congress. If they do not, we [the members of Congress] will make certain that they do. That is the whole purpose of the oversight function of Congress: to make sure that agencies carry out the mandates that we pass.66

The legislative history of the Department of Education Organization Act of 1979, the language of the statute, and the intent of lawmakers are all clear — the federal government is not to direct or control the K-12 curriculum for the public schools in the several states.67

WHAT HISTORICAL EXPERIENCE COULD THE OBAMA ADMINISTRATION AND OTHER PROponents OF COMMON CORE DRAW ON IN PUTTING IN PLACE THE COMMON CORE AND ITS NATIONAL TESTS? SOURCES AND METHODS OF IMPOSING FEDERAL DIRECTION AND CONTROL

The Creation of the National Assessment of Educational Progress

At the same time as the ESEA was being created, preliminary work was also being undertaken for what later became the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP). It is worth noting that when the exploratory committee for this venture first publicly advanced the idea of a national test at the 1965 White House conference on education, the delegates erupted in strenuous debate, with, as historian Hugh Davis Graham puts it, “opponents stressing the dangers of monolithic federal control of the curriculum.”68

Martin Katzman and Ronald Rosen reported that during the White House conference, “at the extreme,” there was a dread that “participation in national testing programs might be necessary to receive federal aid.”69 What was once a far-fetched notion was realized in 2002 when No Child Left Behind required states receiving aid to participate in NAEP – but the test, as it had emerged by then, had a minimally-intrusive sample design. The Obama program would extend the non-prescriptive test idea of the 1960s much further: to prescriptive national standards and tests for all students.

Lyndon Johnson’s Education commissioner was Harold Howe II. Howe was asked whether he favored central control of curriculum from Washington, D.C., and changing American K-12 education so that it was run like the national school system in Japan.

Howe answered that America needed “a diverse system of education for a diverse society.” He opposed a “centrally operated curriculum” of the sort that had been in place in France and was in place in Japan. He didn’t want the American federal government dictating “this is exactly what you are going to study in third grade” to every public school in the country.

To illustrate his views on a national curriculum, Howe recounted a story about Adam Clayton Powell Jr., the African-American congressman from Harlem. Powell was chairman of the Education and Labor Committee of the U.S. House of Representatives in the 1960s. At one point, Powell held hearings on American history textbooks, and testimony at the hearings showed that different states, North and South, used textbooks that portrayed the Civil War in different ways. Powell called on Howe to testify and asked him what the federal government should do about these differing accounts in the textbooks. Howe’s response: “Nothing. It is not your business in the federal government to write the history of the United States.”70

Voluntary National Tests & Voluntary National Standards: The Carter Administration Initiative

In the late 1970s, President Jimmy Carter sought to have the federal government create a test – a voluntary national test. Carter’s own HEW Secretary Joseph Califano opposed
his voluntary national test and accompanying curriculum-content standards, whether they were mandatory or “wholly voluntary.” Califano thought that such a national K-12 test would encourage “rigid uniformity” and that whoever had control of what went into the national test would unavoidably have too much power. Califano wrote that in the United States, control of curriculum “has always rested with states and localities,” not with Washington. “Any set of test questions that the federal government prescribed” would understandably be “suspect” as a “first step toward a national curriculum.” Carried to its full extent, Califano emphasized, “national control of curriculum” is “a form of national control of ideas.”

The Carter administration gave up the idea of voluntary national tests when the National Academy of Education, a group of eminent scholars, issued a report in March 1978 opposing national tests, whether “mandatory or voluntary”:

A mandatory national test would have the Federal government interfering with the responsibility of the states for education. … If the tests are to provide information about the progress of American education, the National Assessment of Educational Progress accomplishes that purpose without infringing on the states’ responsibility. The notion that Federal government should be the Bureau of Standards for educational testing is both professionally unsound and politically dangerous. Since tests reflect the educational goals for many students and teachers, the Federal approval or disapproval of tests is in effect having the Federal government determine what the schools should teach. …

Federal approval of tests is … risky. The power to approve tests is ultimately the power to approve the curriculum. … The Federal government should not be thrust into the position of fostering a national curriculum. …

“A Nation at Risk” report (1983) and other Reagan Era Initiatives

In 1981, Ronald Reagan’s Secretary of Education Terrel Bell appointed a national commission to look at the condition of education in the United States. The commission wrote its report during a time when American public opinion was worried by prosperity in Japan, and an economy and SAT scores that were in decline in America.

But, as Paul Barton points out, A Nation at Risk called not for federal action, but for action by schools, local districts, and states. The report opposed a federally-sponsored test and called instead for a system of “state and local standardized tests.” As Chester Finn wrote, this was in accord with “the historic apportionment of constitutional responsibilities between state and nation.”

Bill Bennett, the second education secretary under President Reagan, followed up on the call for higher standards in A Nation at Risk by having the Department of Education create and issue under his name a set of recommended K-8 and high school curricula: “James Madison High School” (1987) and “James Madison Elementary School” (1988).

Early in each document, Bennett takes care to distinguish between a mandatory national curriculum and an exemplary curriculum that states and local districts can use as a resource. Here, for example, is his cautionary note on the department’s recommended elementary curriculum:

… [The James Madison Elementary School curriculum is not] a statement of federal policy. The power to mandate an elementary school curriculum for American students does not belong to the federal government; the Department of Education is specifically prohibited by statute from exercising direction, supervision, or control over the curriculum or program of instruction of any school or school system. I would have it no other way. This book contains my views on an important matter. But it remains a matter best left for final decision to state, local, and private authorities. They know their own requirements and problems. Though the curriculum described and advocated in this document reflects the quality and character of numerous real-world models, it is intended more broadly as a statement of goals and as an outline of one means to achieve them.
Bennett was vocal at the bully pulpit, but, as Paul Peterson of Harvard has put it, Bennett at that time believed “federal direction” of the nation’s schools was “unnecessary” because “education was a state and local responsibility.”

Also in 1988, federal policy on a federal test called the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) changed. The NAEP had previously reported student achievement on a national level, then began to report achievement state by state. The NAEP serves as a rough yardstick by which the performance of states can be compared.

One of the complaints of those who wanted national standards and tests had been that there was heretofore no way to compare states. In the days before NAEP results were reported state-by-state, Chester Finn had said that he was concerned about the absence of comparability. But he wrote, that for purposes of “placing accountability where it matters” and “leveraging behavior change in students and schools,” “state-level testing” is “fine.” “National testing was never needed” for such purposes.

After 1988, NAEP began to report state-level scores. This complaint about an inability to compare states was no longer aired. The old complaint was transformed into a new complaint that parents ignored NAEP and were misled by the multiplicity of state performance standards. As Obama’s Secretary of Education Arne Duncan put it, “children in Mississippi and children in Massachusetts” should be “held to the same standards” and “measured by the same yardstick.” Duncan doesn’t like the idea that under America’s system of federalism there are “50 different standards, 50 different goal posts.”

Allegedly mothers in San Diego and Augusta, Maine, wanted to easily compare their individual children and their schools to children in other schools across state lines and in terms of a single national scale.

Economic journalist Robert Samuelson called this a “puny benefit,” especially when compared with the large change involved in national testing of all students. Indeed the logic of this argument, leads not to national testing but to compulsory world testing of all students under the auspices of some world education authority, perhaps UNESCO.

Proponents of a European-style ministry of education could not be satisfied with a NAEP that merely reported states’ results. NAEP tested a sample of students, not all students, and it was not a high-stakes test—so it would not drive curriculum and instruction. As Robert Rothman put it: The NAEP does not function as “the kind of guide for instruction” that advocates of national standards want. The nationalizers, for their purposes, needed national curriculum standards and a national test for all students.

**National Goals, Voluntary Standards & Tests: The George H. W. Bush Administration Initiatives**

At the beginning of President George H. W. Bush’s administration, he held a “summit” meeting with the nation’s governors in Charlottesville, Virginia. There the President and the governors agreed to set forth national performance goals in education – “goals that will make us internationally competitive.”

At this point, President George H. W. Bush pioneered the strategy of turning to the National Governors Association (NGA) to formulate and promote something that he wanted to be led by the federal government. He asked the NGA to work with the Bush administration in formulating the specific language of the national education goals, official goals that President Bush wanted enacted into federal statute. A somewhat similar strategy of relying on the NGA was used by the Obama administration when it cooperated with the NGA in 2010 by in effect endorsing the Common Core national standards (which the NGA had co-sponsored) and funded national tests and curriculum based on those standards.

President Bush and his Education Secretary Lamar Alexander had their own educational...
program called America 2000 that promised voluntary national testing (American Achievement Tests) aligned with “world-class standards.” The legislation designed to put the America 2000 agenda into effect contained the suspiciously convoluted notion of “state-level national assessments” – an oxymoronic idea that would come back from the dead, stronger than ever, during the Obama administration.

The Bush White House’s own Office of Management and Budget, when it examined America 2000, said that the proposal for national standards and tests introduced “philosophical issues” of a “federal curriculum.” Theodore Sizer—then a professor of education at Brown University, having served as dean of the Harvard University school of education—said at the time that the proposal was an “arrogation of authority over children by the central government,” being undertaken “in the name of high standards and international competition.” He termed such an arrogation of authority a “very questionable proposition.”

The national tests never went anywhere because of disagreements among rival groups of educators and between congressional Republicans and Democrats.

With regard to George H. W. Bush’s promised curriculum standards, the Department of Education, the National Endowment for the Humanities, and the National Science Foundation paid with discretionary funds for the writing of national standards by the professional subject-matter associations.

The Senate rejected national history standards, after they first emerged in 1994, by a vote of 99 to 1. The history standards were so controversial and divisive that they put a stop to appointing the members of the Clinton administration’s proposed panel for certifying curriculum-content standards and tests. Indeed, the debacle of national history standards stymied the cadre who sought national standards for over a decade, until they restarted their efforts in 2006.

Here is what Ravitch has to say about the process in the early 1990s of creating and promulgating these exemplary national standards:

We had about $10 million in discretionary funds, and we partnered with other federal agencies [National Endowment for the Humanities, National Endowment for the Arts, National Science Foundation] to give grants to coalitions of professional associations of teachers and subject matter specialists. The product was a publication of voluntary national curriculum standards in the arts, history, geography, science, economics, civics, English, and physical education. The idea was that these would be what I call “aspirational standards.” States and districts could draw upon them if they wished, or ignore them. There was no federal funding to promulgate them. …

The federal government had no hand in their writing, and no intention of incentivizing anyone to use them.

Ravitch mentions having used discretionary funds, which allowed the George H. W. Bush administration to avoid statutory authorization from Congress for the voluntary national standards and hence avoid congressional scrutiny for some years. Ravitch points out that using these discretionary funds put the Department of Education on “dangerous ground.” It was dangerous because Congress “had not authorized” the department “to make grants for national standards, even voluntary ones.” Ravitch acknowledges as well that the department had been prohibited by statute from “exercising any control” over “curriculum, instruction, administration, or textbooks.”

The department made its initial grant, during the George H. W. Bush era, for writing national standards to the National Academy of Sciences, a group which advises the federal government. Ravitch writes that the reputation of the National Academy of Sciences “neutralized criticism,” and the grant was awarded. In retrospect, Ravitch writes, that she has to “wonder” about the department’s “arrogance” and her own “responsibility” for “letting the genie out the bottle.”
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In later years, the National Academy of Sciences was turned to during the Obama administration to write the curriculum framework for the national Next Generation Science Standards.

The Clinton administration used discretionary money to start the test-development process for its proposed national tests. Its Department of Education acted, as Chester Finn put it, “without explicit congressional authority.” Congress was “stiffed,” Finn argued, and should have had “something to say” about the procedures for “so momentous a shift in American educational federalism.”

Likewise, the Obama administration was to use discretionary funds from the economic stimulus bill to coerce states to sign up for the Common Core national standards and to pay for national tests and national curriculum materials – in this way also acting without congressional approval for the specifics of a “momentous shift in educational federalism” and again largely escaping congressional scrutiny.

In essence, the plan of the George H. W. Bush administration had been for the subject-matter associations to create the curriculum-content standards. Then the standards would be reviewed and certified by a national board. (After a board with this function was authorized during the Clinton administration, its members were never appointed.) Then each state could adopt each set of standards as a whole or use them as a resource in writing their own standards. The national voluntary standards were not to be required in order to receive federal aid; nor were they to be imposed on the public schools of the states by federal law. Indeed, it is important to remember that under ESEA at the time of the George H. W. Bush administration, states were not required to have curriculum-content standards for all students.

**Federally-Required State Standards & Tests for All Students and Voluntary National Standards & Tests – Bill Clinton Administration’s Initiatives**

Bill Clinton won the presidency in 1992 having pledged that his administration would “establish tough standards and a national examination system.” National education reform was often portrayed as critically necessary during the presidential terms of Clinton, George W. Bush, and Barack Obama and advanced in the name of enhancing America’s national competitiveness.

One of the most thoroughgoing proposals for national curriculum-content standards and tests came at the beginning of the Clinton administration. This was the “Dear Hillary” letter written by Marc Tucker, president of the National Center on Education and the Economy. The letter advocated national curriculum-content standards as part of a European-style system of national workforce planning. What Tucker sought was a “seamless web” of interwoven federal education and labor policy that would channel Americans “cradle to grave.”

Lynne Cheney, past chairwoman of the National Endowment for the Humanities, wrote that Tucker's “Dear Hillary” letter in 1992 provided “vivid” evidence to support the views of those who were concerned that Clinton’s proposal in 1997 for national tests would be “merely the first step” on the road to “central control of all aspects of K-12 education.”

For its part, The Department of Education under Clinton’s Secretary of Education Richard Riley said that students were being harmed by a “watered down curriculum” in the states and localities. Secretary Riley said the national standards would be the “lighthouse,” which the state could look to as indicators of quality, but the states would write their own curriculum-content standards.

The Clinton administration’s Goals 2000 program handed out money to the states to write curriculum standards and create tests aligned to them. The Goals 2000 law was quite similar to the George H. W. Bush administration’s never enacted America 2000 plan, but there was one crucial difference. Under Goals 2000, the federal panel for certifying standards and tests gave much more political-appointment power to the Executive Branch.
The members of Goals 2000’s federal panel to review and certify state and national standards were never appointed because of the controversy over the proposed national history standards and Republican opposition to an expanded federal role in curriculum.\textsuperscript{111}

The Clinton administration endeavored to put in place a comprehensive national education plan through the Goals 2000 Act and revisions in ESEA. This comprehensive plan was accompanied by granting broader supervisory powers to the Department of Education. In its final form, the Goals 2000 law had said unambiguously:

No state is required to have its standards or assessments certified, or participate in Goals 2000 systemic improvement programs as a condition of participating in any federal education program.\textsuperscript{112}

The rhetoric surrounding Goals 2000 in March 1994 had stressed how voluntary the administration’s reform proposals were.\textsuperscript{113} A portion of a small pot of money ($420 million) was offered as an inducement to each state, to be used to help willing districts make the favored changes. Then, once states had signed up for Goals 2000 and the education world was accustomed to the reforms, the Clinton administration made adopting the reforms a requirement (in the reauthorized ESEA) for receiving regular federal aid to education (over $6 billion) and other federal education programs – to total more than $10 billion, a considerably stronger inducement than the small pot of Goals 2000 money.\textsuperscript{114} “Enough” money—as former Secretaries of Education Bennett and Alexander put it—“to force state and local officials” to follow the law’s “dictates” – “even when state and local officials know better.”\textsuperscript{115} In my expert opinion, much the same strategy was later used by the Obama administration to lock in the Common Core national standards and national tests.

For example, under the Clinton-era reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, states were now required (as a condition of getting federal money) to have state-developed curriculum-content standards in reading and math and state-developed tests aligned with the content standards, together with performance levels for the tests – all of which now had to be federally approved.\textsuperscript{116} As Alexander and Bennett wrote, the Clinton revisions to ESEA “mandated” federally-approved standards “that Goals 2000 said would be voluntary.”\textsuperscript{117} States were pushed from their past use of norm-referenced tests to new use of criterion-referenced tests aligned with their standards. Test results had to be disaggregated by groups.\textsuperscript{118}

By requiring states to create educational plans based on federally-approved standards, the revised ESEA expanded the role of the federal certifying panel and shifted it “ever closer,” in the words of Alexander and Bennett, to becoming a “national school board.” A state like Tennessee—Alexander and Bennett pointed out—“no longer has the final say” over what the young people in that state study in public schools.\textsuperscript{119}

Another Clinton-era change was federal monitoring of all students. ESEA had originally been justified as a Great Society anti-poverty program. Thus, federal ESEA monitoring had concentrated on the disadvantaged. During the 1970s and 1980s, federal monitoring had evolved from overseeing state compliance with rules that spending be targeted on the disadvantaged to requirements that states show improvement in the achievement of the disadvantaged.\textsuperscript{120}

In Goals 2000, which attracted states via grant money, federal monitoring expanded from only the “disadvantaged” to “all students.”\textsuperscript{121} As a consequence, under Goals 2000, “for the first time,” as one education writer put it, the Department of Education would have “substantial influence” over “what is taught” and “how it is taught.”\textsuperscript{122} The “switch” in this “bait and switch” was that federal supervision of “all students,” which was tied to small grants under Goals 2000, would be tied to all major federal funding under the reauthorization of ESEA.
The Democratically-controlled Congress rushed through the vote on the conference report on the 1994 reauthorization of ESEA. Members of Congress were not allowed the customary time set aside to read the bill. As Alexander and Bennett commented, it was a “safe bet” that “virtually nobody” voting on the conference report would have “actually read the final text.” Nor had the country had time absorb what was in the bill and debate the final contents.123

And with the final congressional vote on reauthorization, the change to monitoring all students was locked in, and this also had the consequence of nationalizing federal school-improvement efforts. As historian Joel Spring writes, coverage changed from “a specified group of students needing help” to “all students in all public schools.” All public schools and all their teachers and students were now “required to conform to federal requirements.” This constituted, as Spring says, “a major change in the governance of public schools.”124

Patrick McGuinn called the changes made through Goals 2000 and the 1994 ESEA reauthorization “an important ideational turning point for federal education policy.”125 Gordon Tullock, one of the originators of public choice analysis in political science, notes that it is an important change to alter a social program from covering a targeted subset of a population to covering all of it and calls such an all-inclusive policy “Bismarckian”—after Prince Otto von Bismarck, the German imperial chancellor who was famous for such policy changes and famous for creating the first modern welfare state.126

Bill Bennett, Lamar Alexander and Republican Senator Daniel Coats, wrote an article in William F. Buckley’s National Review in 1994 that echoed parts of the analysis of Joel Spring, though they came from a different place on the political spectrum than the left-leaning Spring. The three conservative authors said that the Clinton administration’s Goals 2000 and the 1994 reauthorization of ESEA would “erode” local control of schools across America. President Clinton, according to the authors, had taken over and re-routed the standards-and-accountability movement launched by President George H. W. Bush and “transformed” a “nationwide reform effort” into a federal program. The two Clinton-administration laws, the authors said, were “bad for children, for education, and for American federalism.”127

The Clinton-era changes went a long way toward putting into effect the program for “systemic” reform proposed by Jennifer O’Day and Clinton Education Department official Marshall Smith. O’Day and Smith acknowledged that “states have the constitutional responsibility for public education in the United States,” but they regarded “fragmentation” of the “current policy system” as a “major obstacle” to reform. In other words, they objected to America’s federal system.128

During the debate over Bill Clinton-era National Science Foundation-sponsored curricular materials in the 1990s, Ravitch noted the “clear prohibition” in federal statute that says that the federal government “can’t directly endorse or promote curriculum.” She particularly criticized aggressive marketing of federally-approved curricular materials.129

Biology professor Michael McKeown and his colleagues wrote that the NSF-sponsored local systemic initiatives empowered employees of a federal agency to take over state and local decision-making on curriculum and teaching methods, “without broad public examination and discussion” of the educational approach being promoted by the federal agency.130 Indeed the NSF threatened to cut off $50 million in funding for K-12 education in California if its preferences on curriculum-content standards were not followed.131

Indeed, the National Science Foundation itself acknowledged that “systemic reform calls for” districts and schools to “jettison” their “traditional role” as “regulators of local practice” and take on their “new role” as “technical assisters.”132
The events of 1994—the Goals 2000 Act followed by the rushed reauthorization of ESEA—led to a backlash against federal activity in K-12 education. Hence, not much happened on national testing during the latter part of Clinton’s first term. During the 1996 education summit of the governors and the President, the governors indicated to President Clinton that they didn’t want him to go forward on national testing, and that the states wanted to develop state-level curriculum standards and tests of their own. The group Achieve that was later to play a central role in the creation of the Common Core national standards, ironically, was created at this time by the National Governors Association lobbying office to provide technical assistance to the states to create an alternative to national standards.

The year 1994 brought a Republican majority to the House of Representative, elected in large measure because of a public reaction against the perceived federal overreach of the Clinton administration. The new Republican members of Congress who came to Washington in 1994 and Bob Dole, the Republican Presidential nominee in 1996, had campaigned against the extent of federal involvement in K-12 education, so President Bill Clinton did not want to give them any more targets to aim at.

Bob Dole had voted against Clinton’s Goals 2000 Act and denounced the national history standards during the 1996 campaign. The 1996 Republican national platform called for repeal of the Goals 2000 program and said that the federal government has “no constitutional authority to be involved in school curricula.” K-12 education was Clinton’s key issue in 1996 as he sought the vote of the “soccer moms, but he talked about “local control,” flexibility, and popular micro-reforms – like school uniforms—not national curriculum-content standards and tests.

After Clinton’s victory in the November 1996 election, however, Clinton felt he was in a stronger political position, so he sought voluntary national testing of reading in fourth grade and of mathematics in eighth grade, based on national standards. The designers of this new national standards initiative were Michael Cohen, then the top education adviser in the White House, later head of Achieve during the writing of the Common Core national standards; and Marshall Smith, a top official in the Department of Education, then during the Clinton administration and later during the Obama administration.

But Clinton’s proposed voluntary national tests never saw the light of day, and the test questions written for the national test were turned over to NAEP. In addition to opposition from liberal Democrats (who had low expectations for black improvement under testing and accountability), Clinton’s national tests faced additional criticism because of the governance of the tests, because of the planned content and format of the tests, and because the national tests meant an expanded federal role.

Diane Ravitch condemned the unchecked presidential power and lack of bipartisanship in Clinton’s plan for the certification panel. She said that the Clinton administration had put the development of the national tests “under its own tight control.” Chester Finn wrote that “letting the Education Department run the [national tests]” on behalf of “its school-establishment and ivory tower pals” was an error. President Clinton had chosen, Finn said, to give that control of the tests to “his own appointees and contractors and experts of their choosing.” According to Finn, this “arrangement” – aspects of which the Obama administration was to mimic in the years ahead—“invites future manipulation” of “sensitive matters” such as grading and the content of test questions.

Ravitch concurred, writing that the Clinton administration was “establishing a dangerous precedent.” The precedent that the Clinton administration was laying down was that the party in the White House has control over national tests—“to pick the contractor without an open competition, to select the committees
that will write the tests and to control the reporting of the results.” Ravitch asked the liberal readers of the *Washington Post* to imagine “what will happen” when the Republicans return to the White House. She then tried to evoke her liberal readers’ worst nightmares, suggesting that the next Republican secretary of education might well be Lynne Cheney or Phyllis Schlafly. Whoever was in that post would “revise the national tests, choose congenial experts to write the reading and math tests,” and make alterations “that seem right to the party in power.”

In Congress, Republicans opposed national tests because they constituted an expansion of the federal role in K-12 education. In the House, Rep. Bill Goodling (R-Pa.) contended that a national test would overthrow local control over K-12 schooling. Rep. Frank Riggs (R-Calif.) added that we already have “plenty of testing.” Many states were already “doing their own thing” and were understandably worried about federal inference with their state efforts. It is, Riggs said “all well and good” to say, as the Clinton administration did, that these were voluntary tests, but “what’s voluntary today can be mandatory tomorrow.”

In the Senate, Sen. John Ashcroft (R-Mo.) opposed a voluntary national test just as strongly. He contended that a “dumbed-down national curriculum” and a “federal takeover of our schools” was something that America could not afford.

Charles Kolb, a former White House aide in the George H. W. Bush administration, said that the Clinton agenda was national uniformity of textbooks and teaching methods.

Wisconsin Republican Gov. Tommy Thompson wrote in the *New York Times* that it should be “up to states and local school boards” to determine what students are to learn. “Education is a local issue.” Local control is what “our parents and communities want,” and that’s how things should stay. After all, Thompson said, the states and local taxpayers “are the ones who pay for the schools.”

Since the decision to have national tests is a decision of “historic proportions, Ravitch said that the issue of who should control the national tests is “not just a technical quarrel.” The federal government, Ravitch pointed out, had “never done anything like this before.” An initiative of such consequence ought not be undertaken “without full public discussion and bipartisan support.”

Embarking on national testing is “precisely the kind of issue” that ought to have congressional authorization, according to Ravitch, yet the Clinton administration was plowing ahead “without public hearings or explicit authorization by Congress.” The Department of Education, she wrote, “certainly has never been authorized” to initiate a national testing program for individual students. “No matter how terrific an idea” a President might propose, America’s Founders “did not believe” that the Executive branch should be able “to impose new programs unilaterally.”

Echoing Ravitch, Chester Finn—who favored then and favors now national tests “properly done”—wrote at the time that Clinton’s voluntary national tests were “the most radical shift” in America’s “educational federalism” since the passage of the ESEA. He said that “editorial writers and business spokesmen” were “giving bad advice” urging Congress to get onboard with “the President’s well-intended initiative.” Finn noted that the Clinton White House had “brashly asserted” that it somewhere, somehow had the statutory authority to create the tests and was using “discretionary dollars” to finance the job. President Clinton’s Education Department had moved swiftly, having signed a “multi-million [dollar] contract” and having already signed up six states and fifteen cities to participate before the national testing issue was considered by Congress. Finn urged Congress to “throw these tests out of school,” and Congress did just that. Finn contends that “rancid taste” that Clinton’s 1997 national testing proposal” left “on Washington’s palate” discouraged national-test
proponents for almost a decade from mounting another effort to institute national tests.153

No Child Left Behind – The George W. Bush Initiative

George W. Bush sought to modify the federal-aid-to-education law to focus on school accountability for student performance. He said he did not like success in education to be measured by “dollars spent,” rather than “results achieved.”154 Bush had made K-12 education a central issue in his campaign. He pointed to his record on education at the state level in Texas and to Texas’s strong accountability system. Bush proclaimed that he opposed “federalizing education,” and the Republican national platform opposed national tests. In contrast, during the campaign, Bush’s opponent Vice President Al Gore proposed reviving the 1997-98 Clinton administration proposal for voluntary national tests.155

The George W. Bush-era reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act was called No Child Left Behind (NCLB).156 The details of the law are many. But among other things it called (as a condition of receiving federal money) for states to test all students in reading and mathematics in each of grades 3 through to 8. The states were each to create their own curriculum-content standards and tests with performance levels. Guidance through Department of Education-sponsored peer-review panels could only be on the process of creating the standards and tests, not the content.157

States had to have a state-created way to show that every district and school was making adequate yearly progress toward getting all students to at least grade-level. There were corrective sanctions specified in NCLB if adequate progress wasn’t made.

Frederick Hess has pointed out that because the congressional lawmakers who wrote NCLB sought to “avoid anything that resembled a national curriculum,” the language of the statute “carefully stipulated” that the federal government “would not determine” standards, tests, or definitions of Adequate Yearly Progress.158

All states were required to participate in NAEP. State results on this rough yardstick might shame state official who had made their curriculum-content standards, tests and performance levels too easy, and it could be a basis for emulation and rivalry between the states. NCLB required more detailed disaggregation of data by groups, publication of that disaggregated data, and use of that data in state accountability systems.

George W. Bush, like other American politicians before and since, said that in America “we do not have a national school board and do not need one.” “The President,” he affirmed, “is not a federal principal, and I will not be one.”159 In the words of Ravitch, NCLB “sidestepped” the “thorny issue” of national standards and national testing “by requiring the states to use their own.”160

During the George W. Bush years, there was substantial opposition to national standards within the administration and opposition to national curriculum from outside it. When the administration tried to put into effect federal support under NCLB for reading programs that had a scientific basis, providers of programs who thought they wouldn’t get contracts or thought they were likely to be judged unscientific charged in 2006 that the Bush administration had stacked and rigged local advisory units in order to create a national curriculum in reading instruction. These charges were echoed by Democrats in Congress in 2007, and the administration responded by relaxing the criteria for evaluating grant proposals for reading instruction.161

Part of the debate over the NCLB reading program concerned whether Department of Education officials had “overstepped,” as Education Week reporter Kathleen Kennedy Manzo put it, the long-standing provisions in ESEA that “prohibit” department officials from “influencing or dictating” the “curricula, assessments, or instructional approaches” used by schools or districts.162
In 2007, the National Council of State Legislators adopted an unambiguous policy opposing national standards, even voluntary ones. The council of legislators said that “rigorous state standards” can be “most readily accomplished” by refining existing state standards, “not through federal action”—which would “[fly] in the face” of the role of states “since the inception of our system of providing education.”163

In the administration, officials thought national decision-making on national tests and curriculum would only be buying trouble – at a time when reformers should be concentrating on boosting student learning. On the campaign trail in 1999, George W. Bush had said he was opposed to federally-created national tests, adding: “If Washington can control the content of tests, it can dictate the content of state curricula—a role our central government should not play.”164

Margaret Spellings, George W. Bush’s second secretary of education, was asked whether she believed both biological evolution and special creation should be taught in the schools. She answered that it didn’t matter what she thought since the federal government did not govern curriculum.

“It doesn’t matter what I think about evolution,” Spellings would say. She and the Department of Education were “not in the content business or the textbook business or the curriculum business” she said. “That is left to state and local folks to work out. . . . That’s not our role here in Washington.”165 She said she didn’t favor “a one-size-fits-all national standard” “that morphs into a national curriculum that morphs into national textbooks.” She thought it was the “the wrong way to go” and “a giant time-waster.”166

When Spellings was asked why she thought the national-standards approach was wrong, she had three responses. One was: Why elevate contentious issues to the national level? To set national standards, there would have to be a prolonged debate over evolution at the national level. History standards were sure to be contentious, as they had been in early 1990s.

Second, she thought that national standards were “not synonymous with higher standards.” Her third point was the most important:

[It] goes against more than two centuries of American educational tradition. Under the Constitution, states and localities have the primary leadership role in public education. They design the curriculum and pay 90 percent of the bills.167

Spellings often pointed out that existing measures like international tests, NAEP, and state tests were already telling us that America as a whole and many states and schools needed to improve and that the achievement gap needed to be closed.

As my friend Bill Gates has said, if the speedometer says you’re going too slow, you don’t need a new speedometer. You need to speed up. That’s just what NCLB is telling us.168

The Coming of the Common Core

National Standards

In 2006, the Thomas B. Fordham Foundation issued a report proposing various strategies for obtaining national standards or the functional equivalent.169 Two of the strategies proposed in 2006 were:

- The federal government creates and enforces national standards and assessments
- The federal government or a private organization creates voluntary standards and incentive for states to adopt them.

What actually happened in 2010–11 was that private organizations created the national standards and the federal government pushed 46 states plus the District of Columbia to adopt them.170 Also, since 2010, the federal government has funded the creation of national assessments and will use them (or federally-approved alternatives) to enforce adherence to the Common Core. Now, using NCLB waivers, the Department of Education is using an even more coercive approach than before to make national standards and tests permanent and to bring along a national curriculum. (It should be recalled that the Clinton administration, which used Goals...
2000 in a bait and switch, eventually got 48 states to sign onto Goals 2000—but Congress nonetheless proceeded to abolish the Goals 2000 panel for certifying national and state standards.171

At the same time, the rhetoric being used by the Obama administration and its Department of Education and by proponents of national standards is as if an entirely different strategy was being followed. Back in 2006, Fordham had proposed a third strategy—a confederacy-of-the-states strategy—and thereafter national standards proponents found it rhetorically useful to assert that such a confederacy strategy had been adhered to:

- The states band together to create common standards and tests.

But that wasn’t what happened in reality. As Joy Pullmann writes:

[G]overnors and states did not create Common Core. Private trade organizations did. There is no legal avenue for governors to get together and make national policy. Any major policies governors support should become law through elected state legislatures. This is how a republic works.

Governors cannot lawfully change law through executive action….In almost no case did Common Core become law through a bill that any legislature duly passed. And in the vast majority of cases, no institution comprised of elected officials approved Common Core.172

The Common Core national standards began not in the deliberations of state legislatures but in the private meetings in 2006 of perennial advocates of national standards. The first meeting was convened by James Hunt, former Democratic governor of North Carolina.173 The strategy worked out over time by Hunt and his James B. Hunt Jr. Institute for Educational Leadership was to have national standards that could be described as created by the states.174

A series of meetings were held to reinvigorate the cadre of people who had long supported national standards (but had been stopped by the 1995 debacle of the national history standards), to bring in new people, and to debate strategy. The Hunt Institute paid the National Research Council, a group that advises the federal government, to conduct workshops on how to bring about national standards.175

In 2007, the Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) and the National Governors Association (NGA) Center for Best Practices joined the cadre pushing for national standards.176 The auspices of the lobbying arms of the state schools chiefs and the governors were vital to the strategy of national standards proponents. They already had their efforts in motion (before any lobbying groups for state officials were on board), but now they could label their initiative “state-led.”

Gene Wilhoit, executive director of the Council of Chief State School Officers, in a candid moment during his tenure at CCSSO, said that he does not consider an activity organized through CCSSO and NGA (like the national standards initiative) to be one that is in fact led by states, and I would confirm this insight by pointing out that no one has ever described CCSSO’s leading role in the Clinton-era national standards as having made those standards “state-led.”177

Between spring of 2007 and the beginning of 2009 (after the election of President Barack Obama), the national standards cadre met many times and decided to create their vehicle (the Common Core State Standards Initiative), settled on the details of their strategy, and decided to forge ahead with actually creating the national standards themselves.178

What was the background to the writing of the national standards? A central group in the creation of the national standards was Achieve, Inc.

Achieve was founded in 1996 by the National Governors Association and some corporate leaders to work with state schools superintendents on curriculum-content standards, graduation requirements, tests, and accountability systems.179
The governors’ lobbying group founded Achieve after the 1996 education summit to ensure that states could have high-quality standards of their own, not national standards. Indeed, when the NGA created Achieve, the NGA specified that Achieve would not certify or approve any standards, and, in particular, it would “not endorse, develop, or financially support the development of national education standards.”

Promises that came to be breached, rather than observed.

In 2001, as the No Child Left Behind Act was being created, Achieve, the Education Trust, the Thomas B. Fordham Foundation and the National Alliance of Business joined together to create the American Diploma Project (ADP). The project had as its purpose making high-school diplomas indicators of college- and career readiness. Then, after more than a decade of sticking to its original assignment and improving state standards and testing, Achieve’s activities changed over into activities that were precursors and even direct antecedents of the Common Core national standards. As the organization itself explains:

Through such efforts as the development of the American Diploma Project benchmarks (expectations in English and math anchored in college and career readiness often considered to be the precursor to the Common Core State Standards), the Alignment Institutes (through which 22 states brought teams together to align their high school standards with college- and career-ready expectations), and the ADP Assessment Consortium (a group of 15 states that came together to develop common mathematics exams), states in the ADP Network have in many ways helped drive the nation towards understanding the value and necessity of having common expectations for all students.

Chester Finn, the head of the Fordham and hence a partner with Achieve in the American Diploma Project, summed up the situation at the time in his 2008 autobiography: The American Diploma Project initially produced a set of twelfth-grade benchmarks in English and math for five states. Then, Finn wrote, “assisted by the Gates Foundation,” the ADP was working to recruit more states “to join the venture” and to persuade “K-12 officials” to adopt the ADP benchmarks for twelfth grade and get the rest of their standards to lead up to those twelfth-grade benchmarks.

In Achieve’s 2008 report *Benchmarking for Success* (co-sponsored by the National Governors Association and the Council of Chief State School Officers), Achieve called for the states in America to follow the path taken by Germany, where states (Bundesländer) had previously been in charge, but recently the federal government had supported a thorough centralization of curriculum-content standards and testing. The report called for the federal government to play an “enabling role” in having the states adopt nationally “a common core of internationally benchmarked standards” in math and English for grades K-12. “Benchmarking” the curriculum-content standards meant, according to Achieve, having standards that “match or even surpass” those in high-achieving countries.

By mid-2008, Achieve changed over from the emphasis on a meaningful diploma and providing technical support on state standards and had become one of the central institutions in creating the national curriculum-content standards and tests.

In 2009, the national standards cadre added ACT and the College Board, two major testing firms, to their ranks. The national standards initiative then proceeded to write the national standards by a deadline set by the U.S. Department of Education.

**Common Core National Curriculum-Content Standards and National Tests: The Obama Administration Initiatives**

The George W. Bush administration had faced the issue of national standards and rejected them. Instead of taking over state standards and state tests, it had used the No Child Left Behind Act to push the states into reporting
more disaggregated data, with governance of the details left in the hands of the states.

The Obama administration began to espouse the national standards initiative, in Robert Rothman’s words, “soon after taking office.” Education Secretary Duncan and his counselor Marshall Smith had been advocates of national standards before they were appointed by President Obama. As a rhetorical device to advance the national standards, Secretary Duncan turned to an old myth—beloved and extensively used since the New Deal in a variety of policy arenas— the danger of a “race to the bottom.” The fact that there was in reality no such race to the bottom was not allowed to get in the way of the rhetoric. Duncan claimed that “as a country,” performance standards in America have been “dummied down,” and America has experienced “what we call a race to the bottom.” Duncan proposed to “fundamentally reverse that.” To do so, he called for national curriculum-content standards.

President Obama and Secretary Duncan called their education program the Race to the Top (RttT). Through the Race to the Top program the Obama administration and its state level collaborators have attempted to establish a classic New Deal intergovernmental cartel. The program disbursed about $75 billion to the states according to grandfathered-in formulas. It effectively endorses Common Core national standards, which are likely to function as a ceiling on academic expectations. It also uses federal funds on projects that in practice will suppress innovation in curriculum and testing. Such federally-led cartels have been increasingly characteristic of intergovernmental relations since the New Deal. They lock in the status quo, hobble interstate competition, and stifle innovation.

As Ravitch once wrote, “all federal education programs” are “designed” by “lobbyists employed by education interest groups.” The interest groups that wanted national standards, wanted no appearance of federal involvement in the early stages. They had decided to pass over Congress and hoped to lock in the national standards, once they were created, through the directives and actions of the Department of Education.

Chris Buttimer, when he was a doctoral student in education at Harvard, said that Common Core “might” have been initiated by state officials at the outset, although he finds that “only part of the story.” But since then:

“This is clearly coming down from the Arne Duncan administration as well. … [Common Core] is essentially a federal initiative at this point, having been created by a small group of people, including very few if any teachers, … and it has been at the very least aggressively encouraged for states to adopt, particularly through the Race to the Top funding.”

In 2009, the first year of the Obama administration, Robert Scott, Texas commissioner of education, criticized this strategy:

[R]ecent efforts by the U. S. Department of Education … to adopt a national curriculum and testing system in the United States … can be seen as a step toward a federal takeover of the nation’s public schools. …

[A] number of entities that develop and market education assessments and materials and several non-profits have banded together in an effort they have named the “Common Core Standards Initiative.” … [T]he true intention of this effort is to establish one set of national education standards and national tests across the country. Originally sold to states as voluntary, states have now been told that participation in national standards and national testing would be required as a condition of receiving federal discretionary grant funding under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) administered by the [U.S. Department of Education]. …

With the release of the [Race to the Top (RttT)] application, it is clear that the first step toward nationalization of our schools has been put into place. I do not believe that the requirements will end with the [RttT]; I believe that [U.S. Department of Education] will utilize the reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) to further the administration’s federal takeover of public schools. …
Having the federal government use Washington-based special interest groups and vendors as proxy for the [U.S. Department of Education] in setting national curriculum standards and then using ARRA federal discretionary funds to develop national tests for every child in the nation represents unprecedented intrusiveness by the federal government into the personal lives of our children and their families. 391

Secretary Duncan describes the process somewhat differently—but one can see that Secretary Duncan and Commissioner Scott are describing the same process. Duncan says that “through Race to the Top,” states have created educational plans for the future. “At the heart of all of these plans,” Duncan notes, are the Common Core national standards, and the Department of Education has funded select states “to lead the way” with their plans that have the national standards as their basis. 394

Former Indiana Governor Mitch Daniels, a proponent of the Common Core national standards, compares these curriculum-content standards to the New Math and New Science curricula, funded and promoted by the federal government after the launching of Sputnik. 395

When Duncan announced the results of round two of the Race to The Top competition, he was eager to call attention to the fact that as a result of RttT, 35 states and the District of Columbia (by that point) had “adopted rigorous common, college- and career-ready standards in reading and math.” 396 As policy specialist Joseph Viteritti points out, Duncan’s statement suggests that the RttT program had had “a discernible effect.”

Viteritti goes on to say that the RttT could “fairly be described” as “an aggressive attempt by the federal government to drive education policy.” But also Viteritti says the Obama administration made “a serious effort” to “coordinate” its drive with activities of state officials – activities that I would call cartelizing activities. 397

In its signature school reform effort, the Race to the Top program, the Obama administration in effect endorsed the national standards and paid for national consortia to develop national tests and curriculum materials based on the national curriculum-content standards. The administration built in adherence to the Common Core and its tests in its original “blueprint” for renewing the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (which has since been superseded by the House and Senate reauthorization bills), and its waivers (to avoid penalties for not meeting No Child Left Behind achievement goals). Yet three federal statutes—the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the General Education Provisions Act, and the Department of Education Organization Act—forbid such efforts.

But Grover Whitehurst, senior fellow at the Brookings Institution and former chief of educational research in the George W. Bush administration, points out that while the Education Department’s RttT program requires adherence to the national standards, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) stimulus legislation says that the standards must be developed “consistent with section 6401(e)(1)(A)(ii) of the America Competes Act, which authorizes only the support of individual states in their efforts to develop their own standards.” That is to say, the combination of the stimulus law and the America Competes Act specify that individual states must create their own individual standards and does not authorize spending in support of national standards. 398

**DOES THE DIFFICULTY IN A STATE GETTING OUT OF COMMON CORE INDICATE FEDERAL CONTROL?**

Under the terms of present-day fiscal federalism, once a state accepts a federal conditional spending program, it is, as Michael Greve says, rather difficult to “defect.” 399 In fact, a state official is usually not in a political position that realistically allows the official to turn down the offer of the grant, because that state’s taxpayers pay for the grants to all of the states whether or not that state is participating. If a given state does
not participate, money is still collected from its inhabitants and simply goes into the pool to be used by the states who do participate. All this is known well enough.200

But what isn’t as well known is the Department of Education’s Common Core Roach Motel. To paraphrase the once-famous advertising slogan, “The states check in, but they don’t check out”—at least not without considerable difficulty. Why? Because the national standards are synchronized to preparing students to get passing grades at entry-level courses in community colleges, but to disengage from the Common Core, a state has to pass muster with the federal government by having standards that in practice must ensure that students would get passing grades in the majority of a state’s four-year colleges and universities.

**DID FEDERAL DEADLINES FOR CREATION OF COMMON CORE INDICATE FEDERAL CONTROL? DID FEDERAL DEADLINES FOR ADHERENCE TO COMMON CORE AND TESTING CONSORTIA PREVENT SUFFICIENT DELIBERATION?**

The “stick behind the door” that kept the national-standards writers on deadline during later stages of writing and that goaded the states during the adoption process belonged to the Obama administration’s Department of Education. Since the federal stimulus law required that all Race to the Top money be obligated by Sept. 30, 2010, the Department of Education could tell the national standards initiative that its test writers were operating under a deadline.201 Also, from Lyndon Johnson’s success in getting the ESEA rapidly through Congress in 1965 and from the failed Clinton-era attempt to create national tests, the national standards cadre had learned that speed would make it difficult for opponents to organize, and that a measured pace would lead to congressional deliberation and possible defeat.202 Thus, there was a rush to create the national standards and a forced march to adoption.

The Department of Education’s application deadlines for Race to the Top made states hastily consider and adhere to the Common Core national standards. The sixteen states that applied for RtrT grants in round one of funding had to commit to adhere to the Common Core by January 19, 2010, even though the standards had not yet even been published. The states who participated in round two had to apply before the standards were published, but they got to see the standards in final form before they committed. These round-two states were allowed only two months to consider the Common Core in comparison with their own state standards and to set forth a detailed plan for implementation.203 The initiative published the national standards on June 2, 2010; the states had to adhere by August 2.204 States commonly had taken about two years to create their own state standards. Since the Common Core standards were already in existence, the states did not need two years. But two months was not enough time for consideration of such a transformative curriculum policy. What consideration took place was not during the regular school year when administrators, teachers, and parents might be paying attention to school policy. The forced-march adherence process was not consistent with the deliberation required in a republican form of government.

The standards were written in a hurry (to meet federal deadlines) and were never piloted in any state or locality. Kentucky (where Gene Wilhoit, executive director of the Council of Chief State School Officers had recently been state commissioner of education) adopted the new national standards sight unseen in February 2010, months ahead of their publication.205

Educational historian Joel Spring describes how a typical state responded:

… New York’s State Department of Education unquestioningly accepted the federal goals for schools. … [T]he New York state
California was likewise in a hurry to try to get Race to the Top funds. Here is how the state’s Jan. 19, 2010 application to the Department of Education described the state of California’s official attitude to a set of national standards that were not published until June 2 of that year:

California will strengthen its already high standards by adopting a set of common core standards and by working with one or more consortium of states to develop aligned assessments in mathematics and reading/language arts. …

California is committed to staying the course in its standards-based reform efforts, and therefore has embraced the opportunity to collaborate with other states in developing and adopting a common core set of rigorous standards. …

California enacted legislation on January 7, 2010 that launched the adoption process of common core standards with a goal for adoption by August 2, 2010 … The legislation also specifies that at least 85 percent of the State’s standards be composed of the common core standards.207

Currently many states are in the educational equivalent of “Marry in haste, repent at leisure.” Moreover, to judge from the trend of public opinion, many of their teachers, parents, are not happy about it.208 Federally-driven haste has made waste.

**Why Is There Only One Set of Common Standards Available to States Wishing to Participate in RTT or Receive NCLB Waivers?**

In path-breaking investigative reporting for the Washington Post, Lyndsey Layton explained the interconnections between the pro-national-standards Gates Foundation and the Obama administration, in promoting the Common Core.

Layton noted that several leading policymakers in the Obama Education Department came either directly from the foundation when President Obama took office in 2009 or came from entities that received substantial Gates funding.

Layton pointed out that prior to becoming Secretary of Education, Duncan was CEO of the Chicago Public Schools, which was the recipient of $20 million from the foundation to create small schools at the high-school level.

When Duncan became secretary, Layton relates, he appointed as his chief of staff Margot Rogers, a leading Gates Foundation figure whom he met in the course of working on that grant. He also brought on board at the department James Shelton, a program officer at the foundation, to serve initially to preside over grants to promote school innovation and later to serve as the department’s deputy secretary.

Under Duncan, the department devised Race to the Top. To compete for a piece of $4.3 billion in grant money states had to promise to institute educational changes. If the states adhered to curriculum-content standards of a certain description (a description that only Common Core could match), the states “stood the best chance of winning” a share of the grant money. It was, in Layton's words, a “clever” maneuver in the face of federal laws—laws that “prohibit Washington from interfering in what takes place in classrooms.” It was also too tempting for almost all states to resist in the depths of the Great Recession.

In charge of the department’s RTT program was Joanne Weiss, who earlier had been the chief operating officer of the Gates-funded NewSchools Venture Fund.

As the RTT program was being drawn up, the department led by Duncan and the Common Core initiative funded by Gates were, Layton says, “in close coordination.”

An early draft of Race to the Top, spoke of the Common Core standards by name, Layton says. It promised that states that “embraced those
specific standards would be better positioned to win federal money.” Such explicitness raised concerns with Gene Wilhoit, executive director of the Council of Chief State School Officers, which was co-sponsoring the Common Core. Wilhoit knew that explicit and overt federal endorsement of a set of curriculum standards would hand critics a weapon and would be regarded as illegal by some. He brought the issue up with Weiss.

“I told her to take it out, that we didn’t want the federal government involvement,” Wilhoit later recounted to Layton. “Those kinds of things cause people to be real suspicious.” The words “Common Core” were deleted.

The Obama administration didn’t engage in public debate and dialogue with Congress or anywhere else about having one set of national standards or multiple sets. Instead it ensured that there would be only one set of national standards in almost the most obscure, hidden way possible: through the fine-print in its scoring rubric for Race to the Top applications. States would be competitive for funds if they adopted a “common set of K-12 standards” that had been adopted by “a majority of the states in the country.” By definition, if a majority of states is needed, there can be only one set that is adopted by that majority. Any set adopted by a minority would put any state that adopted it at a distinct disadvantage. Hence, there came to be only one set of national standards.

For example, in a Department of Education workshop that trained those who would be writers of RttT applications from states, the prospective writers clearly understand that applicants who get the points available for adhering to common standards would have to be in a group having standards adopted by a majority of states. The grant-application writers at the workshop—the transcript shows—all speak of Common Core. While department officials are careful not to formally endorse Common Core, at the same time they acknowledge that signing up for Common Core would necessarily count as meeting the criteria for receiving the points for common standards.

Indeed the Congressional Research Service states:

> It should be noted that aside from the Common Core State Standards, there was no other set of standards being developed by a consortium of states that included enough states to meet the criteria to receive “high” points.

The case of Massachusetts shows both the necessity that states faced of adhering to the Common Core and how the federal government coerced the states into adhering to it. Massachusetts applied in round one of the RttT competition. But it did not receive a grant, indeed, it came in thirteenth out of 16 states, even though Massachusetts had the best record of all the states on education reform.

Duncan held a special meeting at Harvard University with Massachusetts Secretary of Education Paul Reville at the time of the announcement of the grant awardees to explain why Massachusetts was not among the winners. In round two of the RttT competition, Massachusetts submitted substantively the same application, with one addition. In round two, Massachusetts certified that it was adhering to the Common Core. This time, it received RttT funding, scoring the highest of all states.

**IN WHAT SENSE DID THE STATES COLLABORATE IN Creating THE COMMON CORE? TO WHAT EXTENT WAS THE COMMON CORE INITIATIVE “STATE-LED”? IS THE COMMON CORE NOW A FEDERALLY-LED CARTEL?**

Policy analyst Frederick Hess points to the fact that some state officials must feel that the Obama administration (together with their allies in the national-standards cadre) has performed a “bait and switch.” Hess writes that proponents of national standard promised over and over again that participating states “were not signing up for any particular curricula” and that the national
standards initiative would be a multi-state “collaboration” and not a federally-controlled endeavor. Participating states were told they “were not making any grand commitments—but were carefully boarding a slow-moving train and could choose to ride or disembark as they saw fit.”

Hess continued that there are policymakers in the states who were “fine” with “more common standards and metrics” but who “never imagined” that by endorsing the Common Core national standards they were “thereby signing onto national curriculum frameworks, national content, and a 21st century ‘one best system.’”

In other words, some state officials may have fallen for the localism illusion fostered by the Common Core initiative’s rhetoric. They may not have realized that under the current rules of fiscal federalism, once you enter the cartel that is policed and subsidized by the federal government it is quite hard to leave.

It should be noted that although the California RttT application, for example, speaks of collaborating with other states, the standards-writing process was not one of state delegates working together. Reading the phrase “state-led,” one might think that governors or state legislators had run for office promising multi-state standards and that after state leaders were elected on this platform, state legislatures around the country passed laws appointing delegates to a conference that debated the content of the national curriculum standards in public.

But, in truth, when the states signed up to “collaborate,” just about all the states obtained was the right to nominate persons to a review committee—persons whom the managers of the Common Core initiative often did not accept. This is a rather minimalist meaning of “collaboration.”

The proponents of the Common Core national curriculum-content standards stress that the national standards have been conceived immaculately and produced completely outside the federal government, although encouraged by it. Adopting them, the story goes, is entirely voluntary, though again encouraged by the federal government. Chester Finn, for example, writes that the national standards “emerged not from the federal government” but from “a voluntary coming together of (most) states.” Concerning adoption of the national standards, Finn writes similarly that the states’ decision whether or not to adopt them or continue to adhere to them “will remain voluntary.” At the same time, national-standards advocates have wanted in the Obama era to combine these national standards with federally-required accountability testing by the national testing consortia, with member-states having shared proficiency cut-points.

The problem with this “immaculate deception” narrative is that the national-standards proponents know it is incomplete and misleading. In “National Education Standards: Getting Beneath the Surface,” a well-known 2009 paper, Paul Barton wrote:

> If the idea is to have a set of nonfederal, national standards along with national tests and to incorporate the standards into an NCLB-type arrangement where the test is required in a sanctions-based system, the test would, by default, become federalized, regardless of how it was developed.

Proponents of national standards have long known of the potential for such federal control through national tests. Chester Finn, for example, wrote in the 1990s that there should be national tests, but he wished that they themselves should have “no stakes,” that is “no consequences,” “at the national level.” If there were to be national tests, Finn said, there must be “no government entanglement or federal funds.”

In the plans of the Obama administration, the Common Core national standards do not escape the sin of federal control—they are now a collaboration among the states, policed by the federal government. As of this writing and in the plans of the Obama administration, the Department of Education is actively shaping
the curriculum of schools nationwide. The distinction between the Obama program and past grants for development of curriculum materials or funding to develop national standards or tests, is that, in the Obama program, Department of Education policies incorporate (as Barton presciently predicted) the Common Core standards and the new tests in the required testing regime of NCLB (and whatever the successor law to NCLB is). The claims of true voluntarism are an “immaculate deception,” and the Obama administration’s plans result in federal control of testing based on what were in effect federally-endorsed curriculum-content standards—linked with federally-sponsored curriculum frameworks and materials.

The Obama administration’s approach has been one of collaborating with those state officials who want national curriculum-content standards. The administration has funded the creation of the national tests and of curriculum materials aligned with the national tests and standards. It has ginned up demand through its Race to the Top stimulus grants and even more coercively through its conditions for waivers to the sanctions of NCLB. It sought to lock in the national standards and tests by making them part of ESEA in its new authorization – this goal was set forth in the Obama administration’s blueprint for a reauthorized ESEA. In mid-February 2010, President Obama gave a speech in which he proposed to tie Title I spending and federal competitive grants to adherence to the Common Core national curriculum-content standards and emphasized that “this administration is serious” about such a requirement.\textsuperscript{221}

States would be “hard-pressed,” as Patrick McGuinn puts it, if they turned down “the millions (and often hundreds of millions)” in annual federal aid to education.\textsuperscript{222} Hence the threat from the Department of Education is the department’s taking away that aid. In the words of Cato Institute’s Neal McCluskey, the administration’s blueprint for reauthorizing ESEA would have made the national standards the law’s accountability backbone.”\textsuperscript{223} The executive director of the National School Boards Association, Anne Bryant, commented that the Obama administration’s approach amounted to “an unnecessary over-reach” by the federal government in an effort “to coerce states to adopt a particular approach or be shut out of future funding for key programs.”\textsuperscript{224}

The best way to understand the national curriculum-content standards and their tests is as the formation of a national educational cartel by these state education officials (policed by the federal government), with the aim of suppressing competition among the states over standards of curriculum content and levels of performance on tests.\textsuperscript{225} This analysis can be found in the comment of South Carolina Governor Nikki R. Haley, who wrote that South Carolinians should not “relinquish” control of education to the federal government, nor should they “cede” control to “the consensus of other states.”\textsuperscript{226}

Part of the cartel agreement is that it leaves fifteen percent of the content under the control of state education officials, so that they remain politically relevant and share power in this area. As well, the participation of and seal of approval from state officials creates a localism illusion, which helps convince parents and state and local taxpayers that the state government retains control of the curriculum.

This is what legal scholar Michael Greve calls an “intergovernmental conspiracy” or “intergovernmental collusion.”\textsuperscript{227} The Common Core national standards will mean that there will no longer be a challenge by Massachusetts and California to Florida over the latter’s weak content-standards. Massachusetts and California will no longer have better tests than Florida’s. For that matter, Massachusetts will no longer have higher grading standards than California. Texas will no longer have an incentive to improve its standards to improve the state’s reputation.

The scholarly literature in social science says that officials in sub-national governments may well seek centralization in order to impose homogeneity (at their level of government)
and thus to tamp down inter-jurisdictional competition.\textsuperscript{228}

Richard A. Epstein and Mario Loyola write that as the distinction in law between local and national activities has eroded, federal and state officials have an incentive “to collude in blocking competition.” The effect can all too easily be—when state and federal education officials, for example, make use of this tempting ploy—“to eliminate the discipline” that programmatic and accountability competition would “impose on multiple governments.” That competition would have had a chance to work in a true federalist system “when each is confined to its distinct sphere of authority.” But if state and federal officials collude, they “replace” competition between the states (in this case, in educational offerings) with an “anti-competitive cartel.”\textsuperscript{229}

Nationalizing standards and tests would, according to this analysis, eliminate them as differentiated school-reform instruments that could be used by states in competition over educational attainment among the states. Sonny Perdue (governor of Georgia at the time Common Core was created) did not like comparisons of the low-performing students of his state with students in other states that had different standards from Georgia’s.\textsuperscript{230} He became the lead governor in bringing the National Governors Association into the national standards effort.\textsuperscript{231} (In 2013, the governors’ association acted in similar fashion to create a cartel of states in order to suppress competitive federalism and make online retailers collect taxes from out-of-state customers.)\textsuperscript{232}

Common Core blocks the availability of “exit” options to states, schools, and parents and undermines competitive federalism. Indeed, in part, it was designed to do so. During the adherence process, Common Core likewise evaded and negated the political participation and deliberation that are part of a republican form of government – and it continues to do so. The designers of Common Core wanted nationwide uniformity. Because of boilerplate memorandums of understanding, states must adhere to the Common Core \textit{in toto}. A few topics can be added, but none can be subtracted or moved to a different grade.

The Common Core national standards and tests close the door on competition and also the competitive dynamic that leads to continuous innovation and improvement.

\textbf{ARE THE FEDERALLY-FUNDED NATIONAL TESTING CONSORTIA PART OF A SYSTEM OF FEDERAL DIRECTION AND CONTROL OF STATE K-12 POLICY?}

Once one has national testing, a national curriculum is inevitable. If you are creating national tests for all students, you can’t just read off of the standards (a list of topics) precisely what should be the test items. For example, what if you had 20 content standards and room for 40 items on the test. Do you have two test items on each standard? Or do you reserve four items for an important standard?\textsuperscript{233}

Testing specialist Richard Innes points out that “it’s not possible” to create sound state assessments “without considering the curriculum.” If you don’t keep curriculum in mind, you end up with tests “that don’t measure what is taught” and, as well, tests that don’t measure what should have been in the curriculum and taught.\textsuperscript{234}

Former Colorado Governor Roy Romer has candidly acknowledged it as well. Romer is a longtime advocate for national standards and was a longtime promoter of the 1989 National Council of Teachers of Mathematics’s national math standards, which he used to carry everywhere and laud as “the best thinking in the country.”\textsuperscript{235} He says it is essential that national standards and tests avoid being labeled “a federal program.” But, he says, “we are at a very tricky stage.” The testing consortia cannot write the tests “without setting some sequencing and definition of curricula.”
However, speaking of a nationwide “curriculum” in public is taboo for proponents of the national standards. Governor Romer acknowledges: “The interesting thing in all this debate is that we can’t use this word. Everybody is not speaking the truth but is dodging the truth.”

In September 2010, the Department of Education awarded $330 million in grants for the creation of national tests. As in the Clinton era, the Department of Education awarded the grants, as Chester Finn put it in the time of Clinton, “without congressional approval or independent oversight.” Both of the testing consortia that received federal grants included commitments in their proposals that they would develop national curriculum materials. “Key” writers of the national standards were subsequently on payroll to write the federally-funded national tests.

As the Congressional Research Service writes:

Both the PARCC and Smarter Balanced consortia are using the Common Core State Standards as the common standards to which their assessments will be aligned. All states associated with these consortia are required to use the standards to which the assessments are being aligned and to adopt the assessments being developed by the consortium to which they belong. …

[T]he availability of RTT funding to develop the assessments may be further incentivizing the adoption and implementation of the Common Core State Standards and aligned assessments. …

Shortly before the Obama administration took office, Lauren Resnick and her colleagues outlined a strategy for systemic alignment of assessments and standards. They sought a “political and technical process” that links standards and tests. Tests and standards, they say “must be linked from the start.” Such linkage of tests and standards would have the power to set the curriculum. We will need,” they say, to “stop pretending” that curriculum is a separate matter from standards-setting (The pretending goes on in the rhetoric of the Obama administration and other defenders of Common Core. But the reality is that linkage exists between curriculum and the Obama-era national tests and standards.)

When Education Secretary Duncan announced the department’s grants to the testing groups on September 2, 2010, he pointed enthusiastically to one group “developing curriculum frameworks and ways to share great lesson plans” and the other group developing “instructional modules.”

Later, when the department had additional discretionary funds available, it gave the consortia further money for developing curriculum materials. The new national curriculum will be designed to complement the federally-funded national testing system that the consortia has also been designing.

How is the federal government ensuring that the national tests are under its control and will be appropriate to police the implementation of the Common Core in the classroom? The Obama administration has designated a slot for a program officer in the Department of Education who has the authority to tell the national testing consortia activity what they must do if “outcomes are inconsistent with the intended project outcomes.” In addition, the Department of Education established in March 2013 a technical review board to judge the assessments then being created by the two testing consortia and “[identify] how we can better partner with the consortia during this critical development phase.”

Linda Darling-Hammond is a professor at Stanford’s School of Education and senior research adviser to Smarter Balanced, one of the national testing consortia. She says it is “especially important,” if you want to remake the American system of public education to “rethink” testing. In an interview, Darling-Hammond said she plans to use the new national tests to drive the curriculum and to do so in a way that imposes a Progressive Education-style critical-thinking curriculum:
Lynette Guastaferro: In a recent speech, you mention several high performing school systems in other countries organizing their curriculum around problem solving and critical thinking skills. Would you say the US is moving in that direction with the adoption of Common Core standards?

Darling-Hammond: [T]here is certainly a lot of good language in the Common Core about critical thinking skills and problem solving and so on. … [E]specially important, if you look at the US in relation to other countries is rethinking the testing system. We’re the only major country that uses multiple-choice testing to a large degree; all of the high-achieving countries test much less than we do, test almost exclusively in open-ended formats with writing and performances, scientific investigations, research papers, and projects as part of the examination systems.

Guastaferro: So assessment is the really critical structure that we have to get right? ...

Darling-Hammond: … [I]n our two new assessment systems, we may have extended tasks that last one or two days or class periods. If you were in Singapore, in nearly every science class you would have a several-month scientific investigation that students design, conduct, and analyze… And those kinds of expectations for students mean that students are continuously being asked to think, to analyze, to synthesize, to communicate, to evaluate, … to frame and solve problems.

Guastaferro: I agree that good assessment is the lynch-pin to developing students higher order skills — but what about accountability? ...

Darling-Hammond: Used well, assessments can be a part of a very powerful instructional improvement system and an accountability system where the goal is to be transparent about what kind of outcomes we are getting. The tests have to be worth teaching to, the outcomes have to be the right ones, the process has to engage teachers in ways that makes them smarter about their teaching. …

Darling-Hammond, who has played a central role in creating the Smarter Balanced national test, says that she likes the fact that Common Core pushes a “critical thinking” and “problem solving” curriculum. She thinks the most important leverage people like her have when it comes to changing teaching practices is making use of “the testing system” to reshape teaching – something she has been in a position to do.

Another technical specialist Jeff Nellhaus, chief of assessment for the other national testing consortia, the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC), emphasizes that tests send a signal to teachers and their supervisors.

What the test measures and how it measures it is going to have an impact on what [teachers] teach and how they teach it.

IS THERE AN ALTERNATIVE MACRO APPROACH TO SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT? SINCE COMMON CORE SUPPRESSES COMPETITIVE FEDERALISM, CAN REVIVING IT CONTRIBUTE TO IMPROVEMENT?

Looking at other countries, there is no reason to believe that a national curriculum leads to better results. For example, some countries that are culturally similar to the United States and set their curriculum at the provincial level—such as Australia and Canada—do better academically than the United States. Other countries with cultures similar to the United States that set their curriculum at the national level—such as Denmark and France—do not do particularly well.

By the time push for national standards revived around 2006, proponents alleged that state performance standards were on a “race to the bottom.” The problem with allegations of “races to the bottom”—which is a favorite rhetorical trope that goes back to the New Deal era—is that they turn out not to be true empirically. Some claimed that there would be a “race to the bottom,” for example, on state provision of relief to the poor and on state conservation and environmental policy. But the facts belie their claims.

The fact is that in a federal system there are countervailing pressures. For though there are pressures on state policymakers to do less, there
are also countervailing pressures to do more—no matter what the issues. States are differently situated in terms of conditions in the states, so it should not be shocking, as some find it, that states have different policies and different results. States in America’s federal system are not mere geographically-bounded administrative units—prefectures—that receive assignments from on high to carry out locally. States are centers of power with their own basis in American political life and in the American constitutional structure.

A state policymaker has to take into account—in K-12 public education, for example—not only the challenge for teachers and school administrators of content and performance standards that are high, but also what the effect would be of standards that are low. Low standards would:

- Damage the state’s reputation for having a trained workforce;
- Damage the reputation that the state had for the quality of life in the state; and
- Damage the personal reputations of the state public officials who were responsible for the low standards.

When the “race to the bottom” notion was exploded and shown not to be what was happening in state performance standards, the argument shifted, and the claim became that national planning and evaluation of education would not work with the variety of testing systems and performance standards that come with a federal system. Hence, performance standards had to be uniform across the country, and, it was further claimed, such uniformity had to be accomplished via national testing and standards.251

Competitive federalism is the alternative to top-down, one-size-fits-all uniformity and to cartels led by and policed by the federal government.252

Competitive federalism is horizontal competition among jurisdictions.253 We know that it works in education at the inter-district level. Economist Caroline Hoxby studied metropolitan areas with many school districts (like Boston) vs. metropolitan areas contained within one large district (like Miami or Los Angeles). She found that student performance is better in areas with competing multiple districts, where parents at the same income level can move—at the margin—from one locality to another nearby, in search of a better education for their children.254

We have seen competitive federalism work in education at the inter-state level. Back in the 1950s, Mississippi and North Carolina were at the same low level. Over the years, North Carolina tried a number of educational experiments and moved well ahead of Mississippi. We have likewise seen Massachusetts move up over the years from mediocre to stellar (though under Common Core, Massachusetts is sinking back again).255

A goal, however, of those who promote the Common Core is to suppress competitive federalism. The Common Core’s curriculum guidelines and its rules are the governing rules of a cartel. The goal of Common Core’s designers and proponents has been curriculum uniformity, as opposed to having a variety of state and local curriculums. They and their federal facilitators wanted a cartel that would override competitive federalism and shut down the curriculum alternatives that federalism would allow. The new Common Core-aligned national tests, whose development was supported with federal funds, are to police the cartel. All long-lasting cartels must have a mechanism for policing and punishing those seen as “shirkers” and “chiselers,” in other words, those who want to escape the cartel’s strictures or who prefer increased flexibility.

The evidence, however, does not support the claim that competing jurisdictions are naturally disposed to engage in a “race to the bottom.” For policymakers, the logic of pursuing a “race to the bottom” doesn’t make sense either. While providers of public education certainly face the temptation to do what might look like taking the easy way out by letting academic standards
decline, there is also countervailing pressure in the direction of higher standards (especially, as long as there are competing standards in other states).

If policymakers and education officials let content standards slip, low standards will damage the state’s reputation for having a trained workforce. Such a drop in standards will even damage the policymakers’ own reputations.

In 2007, the Thomas B. Fordham Institute looked empirically at state performance standards over time in a study called *The Proficiency Illusion*. The study showed that while states had a variety of performance standards (as would be expected in a federal system), the supposed “race to the bottom” was not happening. The proponents of the Common Core are wrong (or, sometimes, even intentionally misleading) in their claims that state performance standards were inevitably and everywhere on a downward slide.

Why is this important? Because a principal argument for national curriculum-content standards is that without nationalization there will be a “race to bottom” and that only national standards can reverse a supposedly already-existing slide. But the facts suggest otherwise. This topples a principal argument for national standards.
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